FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Polycom® EagleEye Acoustic

When was EagleEye Acoustic announced?
October 8, 2012

When will the EagleEye Acoustic ship?
Q4 2013

What Group Series systems does the EagleEye Acoustic operate with?
Group 300, 500 and 700

What HDX Systems does the camera interoperate with?
None

What is the connection to the video system?
HDCI

Does the EagleEye acoustic have microphones built-in?
Yes, stereo microphone elements are in the camera for incredible audio pickup.

What is the pickup range of the EagleEye Acoustic microphones?
2-3 meters is the maximum recommended distance for any participant to be sitting from the camera.

Can the camera be used with an adaptor to connect to a PC or other device?
No. Direct connection to another device is not an option because the camera pulls power for the video codec.

Is the video signal analog or digital?
Digital

What is the maximum resolution of the camera and framerate?
1920x1080 at 30 fps
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